




























































OCCURREKCE OF G A S O L I F E  I N  CASING-HEAD GAS. 27 

hydrocarbon vapors. The amount of vapor carried will depend on 
the temperature and pressure existing in the earth, on the readiness 
with which the vapors can be obtained, and on the gasoline content 
of the crude oil in the well. d certain maximum quantity of the 
heavy vapors will issue with the gases from a well under given 
conditions of temperature and pressure. The intimateness of contact 
between the oil and the gas is an important factor. The maximum 
content, or condition of complete saturation, is probably by no means 
generally prevalent. The porosity or closeness of the strata, the 
depth of the well, and the rapid expansion of the gas from the casing 
head cause variations in the temperature of the gas. The pronounced 
temperature effects, of course, appreciably change the capacity of 
the gas to hold gasoline vapor. Such rapid expansion of gas from a 
casing head may occur as to cause a heavy condensation of vapor at  
the casing head, owing to a lowerim G b B e  temperature of the gas. 

At some operations, wells h a v w b  nnder reduced pressure for a 
long time, so long, in fact, that only small quantities of the four per- 
manent gases already mentioned are left in the strata. Under such 
conditions the mixture that comes from the well niay consist almost 
wholly of vapors of the liquid hydrocarbons, unless air has been drawn 
into the strata, owing to the reduced pressure. 

RELATION O F  CHARACTER O F  OILS IN THE SAND. 

The yield of gasoline from natural g.as is largely determined by the 
proportion of the vapor of the liquid par&ffins in the gas mixture. 
Therefore the character of the oils in a sand is of importance. 

Crude oil (petroleum) is a mixture of closely related complex hydro- 
carbons and of various other organic substances. There are many 
different compounds (isoiners) correspondi:ig L O  a particular molecular 
weight, and the boiling points of these isoiners lie so closely together 
that their separation by fractional dibtillation is impossible. The 
liquid hydrocarbons that rnninly concern the gasoline industry are 
the petanes, hexanes, and heptanes. Homscr ,  small quantities Qf 
even higher homologues are undoubtedly obtained. 

Some information as t o  the gasoline content of a natural gas can 
be gained by determining the proportion of light constituents in the 
oil with which the gas is associated. 

Many investigations have shown that the gasoline constituents for 
many oils range from zero to 30 or more por cent cf the total volume 
of the oil. Consequently, many oils are so heavy and their vapor 
pressures so low at existing earth temperatures that the proportion of 
vapors to be derived from them is too small to warrant the installation 
of a plant. 

The table following shows the vapor pressures of the liquid paraffin 
hydrocarbons a t  various temperatures. 












































































































































































